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Vertex-minor-closed classes are χ-bounded
James Davies
∗
Abstract
We prove a conjecture of Geelen that every proper vertex-minor-closed
class of graphs is χ-bounded.
1 Introduction
A class of graphs G is χ-bounded if graphs in G with bounded clique number also
have bounded chromatic number. Geelen (see [9]) conjectured that every proper
vertex-minor-closed class of graphs is χ-bounded (we delay certain definitions
such as that of vertex-minors until Section 2). We prove this conjecture.
Theorem 1.1. Every proper vertex-minor-closed class of graphs is χ-bounded.
Scott [23] conjectured that for every graph H, the class of graphs containing
no induced subdivision of H is χ-bounded. This conjecture was disproved by
Pawlik et al [22]. However if a graph contains an induced subdivision of a graph
H, then it also contains H as a vertex-minor. So Theorem 1.1 recovers one
possible weakening of Scott’s conjecture. For further results and conjectures on
χ-boundedness, there is an excellent recent survey by Scott and Seymour [25].
Several special cases of Theorem 1.1 have been proved in the past. Most
classically, Gya´rfa´s [16] proved that circle graphs are χ-bounded. Another im-
portant vertex-minor-closed class of graphs is those with bounded rank-width;
Dvorˇa´k and Kra´l’ [9] proved that such graphs are χ-bounded. Geelen, Kwon,
McCarty and Wollan [14] proved that if H is a circle graph, then the class
of graphs with no H vertex-minor have bounded rank-width and so are also
χ-bounded. Let Wn denote the wheel graph consisting of an n-cycle and a sin-
gle additional dominating vertex. Two of the three minimal forbidden vertex-
minors for circle graphs are wheel graphs [2], and so generalising Gya´rfa´s’s
result that circle graphs are χ-bounded, Choi, Kwon, Oum and Wollan [3]
proved that the for each n, the class of graphs with no Wn vertex-minor are
χ-bounded. Kostoshka [20] proved that the complements of circle graphs are
χ-bounded. This class of graphs is not vertex-minor-closed, however its clo-
sure under vertex-minors can be shown to be χ-bounded as an extension of
Kostoshka’s result [13].
We also prove a natural weakening of χ-boundedness but with a linear
bound. For ρ ≥ 1 let χρ(G) denote the maximum chromatic number of a
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ρ-ball contained in a graph G. For ρ ≥ 1 we say that a class of graphs G is ρ-
controlled if there exists a function f such that χ(G) ≤ f(χρ(G)) for all G ∈ G.
A class of graphs G is linearly ρ-controlled if there exists a constant c such that
χ(G) ≤ cχρ(G) for all G ∈ G.
With the idea of ρ-control in mind, one may naturally split the problem of
proving that a class of graphs G is χ-bounded into subproblems. The first is to
show that for some ρ ≥ 2, G is ρ-controlled. The next is to reduce control and
show that G is 2-controlled. The final subproblem is to make use of the fact
that G is 2-controlled to prove χ-boundedness.
We follow this strategy to prove Theorem 1.1 and along the way prove that
proper vertex-minor-closed classes of graphs are in fact linearly 2-controlled.
Theorem 1.2. Every proper vertex-minor-closed class of graphs is linearly
2-controlled.
Note that in general not all vertex-minor-closed classes of graphs have
linear χ-bounding functions, or are even linearly 1-controlled. For instance
Kostochka [19, 20] showed that no linear χ-bounding function exists for circle
graphs, while 1-balls contained in circle graphs are permutation graphs, which
are perfect (see [15]).
String graphs provide another generalization of circle graphs that are also
linearly 2-controlled [5]. However string graphs are not χ-bounded [22]. For
more on the notion of ρ-control, see [25].
Building on Geelen’s conjecture, Kim, Kwon, Oum and Sivaraman [18] fur-
ther asked if all proper vertex-minor-closed classes of graphs are polynomially
χ-bounded. Recently there have also been significant developments on this
problem. The author and McCarty [8] proved a quadratic χ-bounding function
for circle graphs and Bonamy and Pilipczuk [1] proved that graphs of bounded
rank-width are polynomially χ-bounded. As a result, it also follows that if H is
a circle graph, then the class of graphs with noH vertex-minor are polynomially
χ-bounded [1, 14].
Much less is known for pivot-minor-closed classes of graphs. However again
circle graphs [8, 16, 20] and graphs of bounded rank-width [1, 9] are both χ-
bounded and closed under pivot-minors. In addition, Choi, Kwon and Oum [4]
proved that for each n, the class of graphs containing no n-cycle as a pivot-
minor is χ-bounded. More recently Scott and Seymour [24] proved a significant
generalisation of this, that for all integers k ≥ 0 and ℓ ≥ 1, the class of all
graphs with no induced cycle of length k modulo ℓ is χ-bounded. This implies
the result of Choi, Kwon and Oum as a cycle of length n + 2 contains a cycle
of length n as a pivot-minor.
We will also make a first step towards proving the conjecture of Choi, Kwon
and Oum [4] that proper pivor-minor-closed classes of graphs are χ-bounded.
Following the idea of ρ-control, the first step we make is the following:
Theorem 1.3. Every pivot-minor-closed class of graphs that is 2-controlled is
also χ-bounded.
This reduces the problem of proving that a pivot-minor-closed class of
graphs is χ-bounded to proving that it is 2-controlled.
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2 Preliminaries
Given a set of vertices A of a graph G, we let N(A) denote its neighbourhood, if
the graph is not clear from context, we use NG(A). Given an integer t ≥ 0, we
let Nt(A) be the set of vertices at distance exactly t from A, and we let Nt[A]
be the set of vertices at distance at most t from A. We may denote the closed
neighbourhood N1[A] by N [A]. The clique number of G is denoted by ω(G).
We say that two sets of vertices A and B in a graph G are complete to each
other if for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B, we have ab ∈ E(G). Similarly A and B are
anti-complete if for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B, we have ab 6∈ E(G). If for all b ∈ B,
there exists a vertex a ∈ A that is adjacent to b, then we say that A covers B.
For a simple example observe that if v is a vertex of a graph G, then Nt−1(v)
covers Nt(v). For a positive integer n, we let [n] denote the set {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Given a set of vertices C of a graph G, we denote the induced subgraph of
G on vertex set C by G[C]. For convenience we often use χ(C) for χ(G[C]).
Let E be a set of edges contained in G, then the graph obtained from G by
contradicting each edge of E (and then removing any result loops or multiple
edges) is denoted by G/E.
The action of performing local complementation at a vertex v in a graph
G replaces the induced subgraph on N(v) by its complement. We denote the
resulting graph by G ∗ v. We say that a graph H is a vertex-minor of a graph
G if H can be obtained from G by a sequence of vertex deletions and local
complementations.
In a graph G the operation of pivoting an edge uv is: G∧uv = G ∗u ∗ v ∗u.
A graph H is a pivot-minor of a graph G if H can be obtained from G by a
sequence of vertex deletions and pivots. For an edge uv of a graph G, let V1 =
N(u)−N [v], V2 = N(v)−N [u], and V3 = N(u)∩N(v). It is straightforward to
show that G∧uv is isomorphic to the graph obtained from G by complementing
the edges between each the three pairs of vertex sets (V1, V2), (V2, V3), and
(V1, V3). We will use this often and without explicit reference; for a formal
proof, see [21].
In a graph G, the act of replacing an edge uw with a vertex v adjacent to
u and w only is known as subdividing the edge uw. A graph H is a subdivision
of a graph G if H can be obtained from G by a sequence of subdivisions. We
let Gk denote the graph obtained from G by subdividing each edge k times.
If v is a vertex of degree two in a graph G and v is adjacent to two non-
adjacent vertices u and w then we say that the graph (G∪uw)− v is the graph
obtained from G by smoothing the vertex v. Observe that this graph is in fact a
vertex-minor of G as (G∪uw)−v = (G∗v)−v. So more generally, by repeated
smoothing of vertices, a graph G is a vertex-minor of any subdivision of G.
For positive integers n,m, we let Kn,m denote the complete bipartite graph
whose vertices can be partitioned into two stable sets of size n and m that are
complete to each other. We prove a motivating lemma.
Lemma 2.1. The graph K1
n,(n2)
contains all n-vertex graphs as vertex-minors.
Proof. First observe that by smoothing and deleting vertices we may obtain
K1n as a vertex-minor. Now given an n-vertex graph G, we may associate its
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vertices with the vertices of degree at least 3 inK1n. Now for each pair of distinct
vertices u and v of G we may do one of two things. If uv is an edge of G then
we may simply smooth the corresponding degree 2 vertex of K1n. If uv is not an
edge then we may just delete the corresponding degree 2 vertex of K1n. Doing
this for each such pair u, v results in the desired vertex-minor G.
So K1n,n provides a suitable universal graph for vertex-minors. We take
Lemma 2.1 a step further. A graphG with vertex-set {x1, . . . , xn}∪{y1, . . . , ym}∪
{zi,j : i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m]} is an interfered K1n,m if;
• for each i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m], xizi,j ∈ E(G) and zi,jyj ∈ E(G),
• all other edges ofG are contained in {xkzi,j : i, k ∈ [n], j ∈ [m] with k < i}.
An interfered K1n,m is completely interfered if xkzi,j is an edge for all such
i, j, k. For positive integers n,m, we let R(n,m) denote the Ramsey number of
(n,m), i.e., all graphs on at least R(n,m) vertices contain either a complete
subgraph on n vertices or an empty graph on m vertices.
Lemma 2.2. Let G be an interfered K1N1,N2 where N1 = R(n, n) and N2 =
2
n(n+1)
2 . Then G contains K1n,n as a pivot-minor.
Proof. There exists some Y ⊆ [N2] with |Y | ≥ n + 1 such that for each k < i,
the vertex xk is either complete or anti-complete to {zi,j : j ∈ Y }. Consider
an auxiliary graph A on vertices [N1] such that for each pair k < i, vertex k
is adjacent to vertex i if and only if xk is complete to {zi,j : j ∈ Y }. A stable
set I of A corresponds to an induced K1|I|,|Y |, while a clique C corresponds
to a completely interfered K1|C|,|Y |. Hence we may assume that G contains an
induced subgraph H that is a completely interfered K1n,n+1.
Then observe that;
(H ∧ xnzn,n+1 ∧ · · · ∧ x1z1,n+1)− {yn+1, zn,n+1, . . . , z1,n+1}
is isomorphic to K1n,n as we require.
As a consequence of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 we get the following.
Lemma 2.3. For every graph G there exists integers q and h such that every
interfered K1q,h contains G as a vertex-minor.
So to find a graph G as a vertex-minor it is enough to find an interfered
K1q′,h′ for some sufficiently large q
′ and h′ that depend only on G. This is
the tactic we follow in proving that vertex-minor-closed classes of graphs are
9-controlled.
One may naturally partition the edge set of a interfered K1q′,h′ into two
halfs, a “non-interfered” half that consists of h disjoint stars and a “interfered”
half that consists of q stars with some possible additional edges between them.
Sections 3 and 5 deal with finding induced structures that shall contain as
vertex-minors stars of the “interfered” and “non-interfered” half of the K1q,h
respectively. Sections 4 and 6 shall deal with showing that vertex-minors can
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simulate suitable edge-like contraction operations on each of these “interfered”
and “non-interfered” induced structures respectively. Then Section 7 shall make
use of these results and Lemma 2.3 to prove that vertex-minor-closed classes of
graphs are (linearly) 9-controlled.
Afterwards in Section 8 we make use of a theorem of Chudnovsky, Scott
and Seymour [5] to very quickly extend the work of Sections 3-7 by proving
Theorem 1.2. In Section 9 we use Theorem 1.2 to prove Theorem 1.1 that proper
vertex-minor-closed classes of graphs are χ-bounded. Lastly, in Section 10, we
extend the work from Section 9 a little further to prove Theorem 1.3. We remark
that Sections 3-7, Section 8 and Sections 9-10 (each of which is dedicated to a
different subproblem in the usual ρ-control strategy) can be read independently
of each other.
3 Large induced bloated trees
This section is devoted to the analysis of large induced tree-like structures.
From these structures we shall later obtained the “interfered” half of the K1q′,h′
that we seek. Statements proven in this section are tailored to our needs but
some of them could possibly be of more general interest.
If T is a tree then we say that a vertex of degree 1 is a leaf and that a vertex
of degree at least 3 is a branching vertex. In the case that T consists of a single
vertex, we also say that this vertex is a leaf for convenience. The degree sum
of an n-vertex tree is 2n− 2, therefore if a tree has ℓ leaves, then it has at most
ℓ− 2 branching vertices. Likewise, a tree with ℓ branching vertices has at least
ℓ+ 2 leaves. We use these two facts repeatedly without reference.
We call maximal cliques (with respect to vertex inclusion) of size at least
three big cliques, or big k-cliques when we wish to refer to their size. We say
that a graph G is a bloated tree if;
• every edge is contained in at most one big clique,
• the vertices of every big clique of size k ≥ 3 have degree at most k, and
• the graph obtained by contracting each big clique is a tree.
We say that a vertex of a bloated tree is a leaf if it has degree 1. A vertex
of a bloated tree is branching if it has degree at least 3 and is not contained in
a triangle.
Erdo¨s, Saks and So´s [10] proved that for each r ≥ 3, there exists an increas-
ing function tr : N → N such that every connected Kr-free graph with at least
n vertices contains an induced tree on at least tr(n) vertices. Fox, Loh and
Sudakov [12] later proved asymptomatically tight bounds for tr.
We require a version for bloated trees, and for convenience we may make
this independent of the clique number. We do not attempt to optimize the
bounds. A clique is itself a bloated tree, so letting f(n) = tn(n) we obtain the
following version of the theorem of Erdo¨s, Saks and So´s.
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Theorem 3.1 (Erdo¨s, Saks and So´s [10]). There exists an increasing function
f : N → N such that if G is a connected graph on at least n vertices, then it
contains an induced bloated tree T on at least f(n) vertices.
We will further require a suitable version of Theorem 3.1 in which we seek an
induced bloated tree containing distinguished vertices. First we need a lemma
on cut vertices and bridges in maximal induced bloated trees of a graph.
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a connected graph and T a maximal induced bloated tree
of G. If u and v are adjacent vertices that have degree two in T , and both u
and v are cut vertices in G, then uv is a bridge of G.
Proof. As u is a cut vertex of G and has degree two in the maximal induced
bloated tree T , we observe that, G− u must have exactly two connected com-
ponents. In particular the two vertices that u is adjacent to in T are in separate
connected components of G − u. So u is not contained in a big clique of T .
Similarly for v.
Suppose that uv is not a bridge. Then there exists an induced cycle C of
G containing the edge uv. No vertex of C − {u, v} is adjacent to any vertex
of T − {u, v} as this would contradict the fact that both G − u and G − v
have exactly two connected components. Consider the vertex w of C which is
adjacent to u and distinct from v. Then as u and v are cut vertices, we see that
u and possibly v are the only vertices of T that are adjacent to w in G. This
contradicts the maximality of the induced bloated tree T as we may add the
vertex w. We conclude that uv is a bridge of G.
Theorem 3.3. There exists an increasing function g : N → N such that if G
is a connected graph and S a subset of its vertices, then G contains an induced
bloated tree with at least g(|S|) vertices of S.
Proof. Let f be as in Theorem 3.1, and let g(n) = ⌈16f(n)⌉. We will show that
g satisfies the conclusion of the Theorem.
Consider the graph G′ obtained from G by repeating the following two
operations until neither can be done.
• If v is not a vertex of S and not a cut vertex, then delete v.
• If uv is a bridge and at most one of u and v is a vertex of S, then contract
the edge uv.
Observe that any induced bloated tree of G′ corresponds to an induced
bloated tree of G that contains the same vertices from S. Hence we just need
to find an induced bloated tree T ′ of G′ that contains at least 16f(|S|) vertices of
S. By definition of f , we can find a maximal induced bloated tree T ′ of G′ with
at least f(|V (G′)|) ≥ f(|S|) vertices. We will show that |V (T ′)∩S| ≥ 16 |V (T ′)|.
Every vertex v of G′ that does not belong to S is a cut vertex. So by the
maximality of T ′, the leaves of T ′ and vertices of degree k − 1 contained in
k-cliques must all belong to S. By Lemma 3.2, the tree T ′ has no two adjacent
vertices u and v of degree two, both not belonging to S.
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Let C be the set of vertices of degree k − 1 that are contained in a big
k-clique of T ′. Let T ′′ be the bloated tree T ′−C. Let ℓ be the number of leaves
of T ′′. The leaves T ′ are all contained in S. If l is a leaf of T ′′ but not T ′, then
l is contained in a big clique of T ′ and inparticular there exists a c ∈ C that is
adjacent to l. Clearly the only leaf of vertex of T ′′ that c is adjacent to in T ′ is
l. Therefore |V (T ′′) ∩ S| ≥ ℓ.
Observe that T ′′ has at most (ℓ− 2) branching vertices and big cliques. So
deleting all leaves, branching vertices and big cliques, yields a disjoint union of
at most ((ℓ−2)+ℓ)−1 = 2ℓ−3 paths P; some of which may be isolated vertices.
Each path P ∈ P is an induced subgraph of T ′′ such that every vertex of P is a
degree 2 vertex in T ′′. Consider one such path P . There can be at most
⌈
|V (P )|
2
⌉
vertices of P that do not belong to S since on the path P , the vertices that do
not belong to S must form a stable set. Hence, |V (P )\S| − |V (P ) ∩ S| ≤ 1,
consequently, |V (P)\S| − |V (P) ∩ S| ≤ 2ℓ− 3. We now extend this inequality
to consider all the vertices of T ′′. The vertices of P are precisely those of T ′′
that are not leaves, branching vertices or contained in a big clique. There are at
most ℓ+3(ℓ−2) leaves, branching vertices and vertices contained in big cliques
of T ′′ and all ℓ leaves are contained in S. Therefore;
|V (T ′′)− S| − |V (T ′′) ∩ S| ≤ (2ℓ− 3) + 3(ℓ− 2)− ℓ < 4ℓ ≤ 4|V (T ′′) ∩ S|.
It follows that |V (T ′′)| = |V (T ′′) − S| + |V (T ′′) ∩ S| ≤ 6|V (T ′′) ∩ S|. Now as
C ⊆ S, we further get that |V (T ′)| ≤ 6|V (T ′) ∩ S|. So, we get |V (T ′) ∩ S| ≥
1
6 |V (T ′)| as required.
Next we aim to prune bloated trees with many leaves to obtain a smaller
bloated tree, still with many leaves, but without near branching vertices or big
cliques.
The following Lemma is due to Esperet and de Joannis de Verclos [11].
Lemma 3.4 (Esperet and de Joannis de Verclos [11]). Every tree T with at
least ℓ leaves has a subtree which contains at least
√
ℓ of the leaves of T and
has no adjacent branching vertices.
Proof. We will prove a stronger statement on rooted trees. For a rooted tree
T , let f0(T ) be the largest number of leaves of T in a subtree of T that includes
the root vertex and all its children without having adjacent branching vertices.
Let T1, · · · , Tk be the subtrees obtained by taking a child of the root of T ,
rooting at this vertex and then taking all its descendants. If T consists of a
single vertex then let f1(T ) = 1, otherwise let f1(T ) be equal to the maximum
number of leaves of T in a subtree of some Ti that includes the root vertex and
all its children without having adjacent branching vertices.
We will prove that f0(T ) · f1(T ) ≥ ℓ, which clearly implies the Theorem. If
T has height either 0 or 1 then the result is clear. We proceed by induction on
the height of T .
We may assume that T has height at least 2. Then f0(T ) =
∑k
i=1 f1(Ti)
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and f1(T ) ≥ max{f0(Ti) : i ∈ {1, . . . , k}}. Hence
f0(T ) · f1(T ) ≥
k∑
i=1
(f1(Ti) · f0(Ti)) ≥ ℓ.
as required.
Lemma 3.5. Let T be a bloated tree with ℓ leaves. Then there exists an induced
subgraph T ′ that is a bloated tree with at least ℓ
1
4 leaves and such that the distance
between branching vertices and big cliques, is at least 4.
Proof. First note that if a vertex of a big clique of size k has degree k− 1, then
we may just delete the vertex. So we may assume that T has no such vertex.
Next we reduce the problem to trees. We may contract each big clique of
T into a single vertex v to obtain a tree T ∗. Now by reversing this operation
we observe that such a desired subtree of T ∗ corresponds to such a desired
subgraph of T . Hence we may assume that T is a tree.
Now we may root T at some vertex and apply Lemma 3.4 to obtain a
subtree T2 with at least
√
ℓ leaves and with no adjacent branching vertices.
Now by considering the graph obtained by smoothing degree 2 vertices of T2
and applying Lemma 3.4 again, we may find a subtree T ′ of T2 and so of T with
at least ℓ
1
4 leaves and no pair of branching vertices of distance less than 4.
Next we combine the previous few lemmas so that we may find our desired
bloated trees, this is the main result of this section.
Lemma 3.6. For every positive integer ℓ, there exists an ℓ′ such that every
connected graph G with a set S of ℓ′ distinguished vertices of degree 1, contains
an induced bloated tree T whose branching vertices and big cliques are all at
distance at least 4 from each other and with ℓ leaves, all contained in S.
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, there exists some ℓ′ such that every connected graph
G with a set S of L distinguished vertices of degree 1, contains an induced
bloated tree T ′ with ℓ4 leaves, all contained in S. Now by Lemma 3.5, there is
a subgraph T of T ′ that is a bloated tree with ℓ leaves all contained in S and
with big cliques, and branching vertices all at distance at least 4 apart, as we
require.
4 Vertex-minors and induced bloated trees
In this section we will be concerned with simulating an edge contraction-like
operation on bloated trees by using vertex-minors. We will require some addi-
tional properties on how the induced bloated tree T interacts with the rest of
the graph it lies in than was obtained in Section 3, however this shall be dealt
with in Section 7.
The next lemma will allow us to eliminate the big cliques from these bloated
trees.
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Lemma 4.1. Let c be a degree k vertex of a graph G contained in a big k-clique
C such that it has a single neighbour d that is not adjacent to any other vertex
of C. Then (G− E(C − c))/cd is a vertex-minor of G.
Proof. Simply consider G ∗ c− c.
The next lemma will allow us to eliminate undesirable “fanning” that inter-
feres with the bloated tree.
Lemma 4.2. Let H be an induced subgraph of a graph G such that H con-
sists of a path av0v1 . . . vkb and an additional vertex c with no neighbours in
{a, v0, b} and such that NG({v0, v1, . . . vk}) ⊆ {a, b, c}. Then G contains ei-
ther G/{v0v1, . . . , vk−1vk} or (G − E(c, {v1, . . . , vk}))/{v0v1, . . . , vk−1vk} as a
vertex-minor.
Proof. By smoothing vertices we may assume that {v1, . . . , vk} ⊆ N(c). The
k = 0 case is trivially true. If k = 1 then we may obtain the desired vertex-minor
by smoothing v0. If k = 2 then:
(G ∗ v1 ∗ v2)− v1 − v2 = G/{v0v1, v1v2}.
If k = 3, then:
(G∗vk−1∗vk−2∗vk)−vk−2−vk−1−vk = (G−E(c, {v1, v2, v3}))/{v0v1, v1v2, v2v3}.
Similarly for k > 3 we may reduce to the k − 3 case via the vertex-minor;
(G ∗ vk−1 ∗ vk−2 ∗ vk)− vk−2 − vk−1 − vk = G/{vk−3vk−2, vk−2vk−1, vk−1vk}.
This completes the proof.
Consider an induced bloated tree T of a graph G. Let L be the set of leaves
of T . Let B be the set of branching vertices. Let Z be the set of vertices
z ∈ V (T )− L such that NG(z)− V (T ) is non-empty.
We call T shrinkable if;
• for each z ∈ Z, |NG(z)− V (T )| = 1,
• in T vertices of L are at distance at least 2 from big cliques and distance
at least 3 from vertices of Z, and
• in T all big cliques and vertices of B ∪Z are pairwise at distance at least
4 from each other, expect for possibly pairs of vertices in Z with the same
neighbourhood outside T .
In a similar but much simpler manner, we say that an induced tree T is
shrinking if B∪Z is a stable set. The next step is to modify shrinkable bloated
trees into shrinking trees.
Lemma 4.3. Let T be an induced shrinkable bloated tree of a graph G, with
leaves L. Then there exists a vertex-minor G′ of G with an induced shrinking
tree T ′ with leaves L such that G′ is identical to G on the vertex set V (G) −
(V (T )− L) and NG′(V (T ′)− L) ⊆ NG(V (T )− L).
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Proof. We may assume that that the vertices of each big clique of T have a
neighbour in T that is outside the big clique, as otherwise we may simply
delete such vertices. Now we apply Lemma 4.1 to a vertex of each big clique of
T to obtains a vertex-minor G∗ such that G∗ contains an induced tree T ∗ with
leaves L such that:
• the graph G∗ is identical to G on the vertex set V (G) − (V (T )− L) and
NG∗(V (T
∗)− L) = NG(V (T )− L),
• each z ∈ Z∗, |NG∗(z)− V (T ∗)| = 1,
• in T ∗ all vertices of B∗ are at distance at least 3 vertices of Z∗ and other
vertices of B∗,
• in T ∗ vertices of L are at distance at least 3 from vertices of Z∗, and
• in T ∗ vertices of Z∗ are at distance at least 4 from each other, expect for
possibly vertices in Z∗ with the same neighbourhood outside T ∗.
We have eliminated the big cliques, next we must eliminate the undesirable
“fanning”. Now we may partition the vertices of T ∗−B∗−L into setsX1, . . . ,Xh
such that for each i ∈ [h], we have |N(Xi) − V (T )| ≤ 1, and G∗[Xi] is a path
with endpoints a and b and vertex v0 adjacent to a with {a, v0, b} 6∈ Z∗. Then
to obtain our desired vertex-minor G′ we just apply Lemma 4.2 to each set of
the induced paths G∗[Xi] such that Xi ∩ Z∗ 6= ∅.
With this we may now simulate another contraction operation on shrinkable
bloated trees.
Lemma 4.4. Let T be an induced shrinkable bloated tree of a graph G, with
leaves L. Then there exists some subset E∗ of E(V (T )−L, V (G)−V (T )) such
that (G− E∗)/E(T − L) is a vertex-minor of G.
Proof. Firstly by Lemma 4.3, we may instead assume that T is a shrinking tree
of G.
If |V (T ) − L| = 1 then the result is trivial. If |V (T ) − L| = 2 then we
may simply smooth some vertex. Suppose for sake of contradiction that T is a
counter-example with |V (T )−L|minimum, we may assume that |V (T )−L| ≥ 3.
Suppose first that there exists two adjacent vertices u and v of T such that
u, v 6∈ L ∪ B ∪ Z. Then both u and v have degree 2 in G and we may smooth
one, but this contradicts |V (T )− L| being minimum.
Similarly suppose that there exists a vertex v of T such that v 6∈ L ∪B ∪Z
and v is adjacent to a leaf of T . Then we may again smooth v contracting
|V (T )− L| being minimum.
So there must exist a vertex v ∈ V (T ) − (L ∪ B ∪ Z) of degree 2 with
neighbours u and w such that u,w ∈ (B ∪ Z)− L. Let E′ be the set of edges
between either u or w and the set of vertices (NG(u) ∩ NG(w)) − v. Then
(G ∧ uv) − u − v is isomorphic to the graph obtained by deleting the set of
edges E′, and then contradicting edges uv and vw. These deleted edges must
be contained in E(V (T )−L, V (G)−V (T )) as we allow, so this again contradicts
|V (T )− L| being minimum and completes the proof.
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5 Distant paths
In this section we show how to find distant paths within a set of high chromatic
number such that each path also contains distant vertices. These paths will be
used to build the “non-interfered” half of a large interfered K1q′,h′. To set the
mood for the next lemma, one may view the argument as a variation on the
classical Gya´rfa´s path argument [17].
A lollipop in a graph G is a pair (P,C) where C ⊆ V (G), G[C] is connected,
and P is an induced path of G with an end vertex t such that t has a neighbour
in C, and is the only vertex of P with a neighbour in C. A lollipop (P,C)
has q-stripes if there exists a set of vertices {s1, . . . , sq} ⊆ V (P ) such that
s1, . . . , sq, C are pairwise at distance at least 8 from each other in G. A lollipop
(P,C) is contained in a set of vertices X if V (P ), C ⊆ X.
Lemma 5.1. Let G be a graph such that χ8(G) ≤ κ and let C ⊆ V (G) be such
that χ(C) ≥ c+ kκ. Then there is a lollipop (P,C ′) with k stripes contained in
C with χ(C ′) ≥ c.
Proof. First we handle the case that k = 1. Let s1 be a vertex of C, and let
C ′ be the vertices of connected component of G[C − N7[s1]] with chromatic
number at least χ(C)− κ ≥ c. Then let P be a shortest path in G[C] between
the vertex s1 and N(C
′)∩C. Let t be the other end vertex of P . Then (P,C ′)
provides the desired lollipop with one stripe s1.
So now we may proceed inductively. Let (P ∗, C∗) be a lollipop with k − 1
stripes contained in C with χ(C∗) ≥ χ(G)− (k−1)κ ≥ c+κ. Let t∗ be the end
vertex of P ∗ neighbouring a vertex of C∗. Let {s1, . . . , sk−1} be k− 1 stripes of
(P ∗, C∗). Let C ′ be the vertex set of a connected component of G[C∗ −N8[t∗]]
with chromatic number at least χ(C∗) − κ ≥ c. Let P ′ be a shortest path in
G[C∗ ∪ {t∗}] between t∗ and N(C ′) ∩ C∗ and let t be the other end vertex of
P ′. Let P = P ∗ ∪P ′ and let sk be the vertex of P adjacent to t∗ and contained
in C∗. Then (P,C ′) is a lollipop contained in C that has a set of k stripes
{s1, . . . , sk} as required.
The purpose of the lollipop structure was to aid us in finding the paths we
seek. We may now be more precise with what we need from this section.
Lemma 5.2. Let G be a graph such that χ9(G) ≤ κ and let C ⊆ V (G) be
such that χ(C) ≥ qhκ. Then there exists paths P1, . . . , Ph contained in C that
are pairwise at distance at least 3 from each other in G and such that for each
j ∈ [h], the path Pj contains a set of q vertices {s1,j , . . . , sq,j} such that the
vertices of {si,j : i ∈ [q], j ∈ [h]} are pairwise at distance at least 8 from each
other.
Proof. The result is vacuously true if h = 0, so may proceed inductively. By
Lemma 5.1 there exists a lollipop (P,C ′) contained in C with k stripes. We
may choose a subpath Ph of P and vertices {s1,h, . . . , sq,h} contained in V (Ph)
such that the vertices s1,h, . . . , sq,h are pairwise at distance at least 8 in G,
and V (Ph) ⊆ N7[{s1,h, . . . , sq,h}]. Then let C∗ be the vertex set of a con-
nected component of G[C−N9[{s1,h, . . . , sq,h}]] with chromatic number at least
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χ(C)− qκ ≥ q(h− 1)κ. Notice that C∗ is at distance at least 3 from V (Ph) and
at distance at least 8 from {s1,h, . . . , sq,h} in G.
Then by the inductive hypothesise we may find paths P1, . . . , Ph−1 contained
C∗ satisfying the conclusion of the lemma. Then P1, . . . , Ph provide the desired
paths contained in C.
6 Vertex-minors and dangling paths
In this section we show how to simulate another edge-contraction operation,
this time on distant paths that interact with the rest of our graph in a par-
ticular way. This shall be used in finding the “non-interfered” stars of a large
interfered K1q′,h′ .
Let G be a graph We say that an induced path P dangles from a set X
if N(V (P )) = X. We say that a path dangles spaciously from a set X if in
addition each pair of distinct vertices x1, x2 ∈ X, are at distance at least 6 from
each other in G. We say that a path dangles oddly from a set X if for each
x ∈ X, there is an odd number of edges between x and V (P ).
We remark that the requirement for dangling paths that of certain vertices
are at distance at least 6 from each other is certainly more then we need for the
followings lemma, however when we eventually apply the results of this section,
such vertices will happen to be at distance at least 6 from each other anyway.
Lemma 6.1. Let P be a path dangling spaciously from a set X in a graph
G. Then there is a vertex-minor H of G which is identical on the vertex set
V (G)−V (P ) and whose remaining vertices form a path P ′ dangling oddly from
the set X.
Proof. Let X ′ be the subset of X such that for all x ∈ X ′, there is an even
number of edges between x and V (P ). For each x ∈ X ′, let yx be a vertex of
V (P ) adjacent to x, and let Y = {yx : x ∈ X}. Let Y1 ∪ Y2 be the partition
of Y such that y ∈ Y1 if and only if y is an end vertex of the path P . Note
that as P is dangling spaciously, the sets of vertices (N [y] : y ∈ Y ) are pairwise
disjoint.
Now for a given x ∈ X ′ we will show how to change the number of edges
between x and V (P ) modulo 2. If yx is an end vertex of the path P then it
is enough to just delete yx. Next we consider the case that yx ∈ Y2. Let a, b
be the two vertices of P adjacent to yx. Now consider G ∗ yx − yx. The graph
G∗ yx− yx is identical to G, except that yx is deleted, the edge ab is added and
the number of edges between x and {a, b} is still equal modulo 2. In particular
with the removal of the edge xyx, we see that in G ∗ yx − yx, there is now an
odd number of edges between the path (P ∪ ab)− yx.
Hence, noting that P is dangling spaciously from X in G, we see that the
graph H, which is obtained from G by locally complementing and then deleting
each vertex of Y2, then deleting each vertex of Y1 provides our desired vertex-
minor.
With a little more care one can show that the previous lemma still holds if
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we just required that vertices of X are at distance at least 3 from each other,
rather than at least 6 as in the definition of a path dangling spaciously.
Next we show that vertex-minors can be used to simulate another edge
contraction-like operation, this time on paths dangling oddly.
Lemma 6.2. Let q be a positive integer and let P be a path dangling oddly
from a set X with |X| ≥ R(q, q) in a graph G. Then there exists a Y ⊆ X with
|Y | ≥ q such that the graph (G − (X − Y )− E(Y ))/E(P ) is a vertex-minor of
G.
Proof. First we suppose that the path P consists of a single vertex p. If there
exists a stable set of I in X of size q, then it is enough to take Y = I, so we
may assume not. Then by Ramsey theorem there exists a clique C in X of size
q. In this case we may take Y = C and (G− (X − Y )) ∗ p.
Let the path P be p1p2 . . . pm, we may now assume that m ≥ 2. Observe
that the graph G∗pm−pm consists of a smaller path p1p2 . . . pm−1 still dangling
oddly from the set X. So the result follows inductively.
By the previous two lemmas we obtain the main result of this section.
Lemma 6.3. Let q be a positive integer and let P be a path dangling spaciously
from a vertex set X with |X| ≥ R(q, q) in a graph G. Then there exists a Y ⊆ X
with |Y | ≥ q such that the graph (G− (X − Y ))/E(P ) is a vertex-minor of G.
7 Linear 9-control
In this section we shall see the fruits of our labour in Sections 3-6 and prove
that vertex-minor-closed classes of graphs are linearly 9-controlled. We remark
that with some more care one may certainly directly argue that such graphs
are linearly ρ-controlled for some smaller ρ. However showing 9-control shall
be sufficient for later extending to 2-control in Section 8.
We call a collection L = (L0, L1, L2, L3) a long cover of a set C ⊂ V (G) if:
• the subsets L0, L1, L2, L3, C ⊂ V (G) are pairwise disjoint,
• G[L0] is connected,
• for each i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, Li covers Li+1, and L3 covers C,
• for each i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, C is anticomplete to Li, and
• for each i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, Li is anticomplete to Lj if |i− j| > 1.
We say that two long q-covers Li = (L0i , L1i , L2i , L3i ) and Lj = (L0j , L1j , L2j , L3j )
are disjoint if the two sets L0i ∪L1i ∪L2i ∪L3i and L0j ∪L1j ∪L2j ∪L3j are disjoint.
We say that a collection of pairwise disjoint long covers (Li : i ∈ [q]) of a set C
is a long q-cover of a set C ⊂ V (G) if for each i, j ∈ [q], with i < j, the set of
vertices L0j ∪ L1j ∪ L2j is anticomplete to L0i ∪ L1i ∪ L2i ∪ L3i .
We start by showing that for large q, we may find long q-covers of sets with
large chromatic number. This is just a straightforward levelling argument.
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Lemma 7.1. Let q, c, κ ≥ 0 be integers. Then every graph G satisfying
χ(G) ≥ 2q max{c, κ + 1} and χ3(G) ≤ κ contains an induced long q-cover
(Li : i ∈ [q]) of a set C, with χ(C) ≥ c.
Proof. For q = 0, the result is trivial. We proceed inductively on q. Let G be
such a graph and let v be a vertex of G in a component with largest chromatic
number. Let t be the smallest positive integer such that G[Nt(v)] has chromatic
number at least 2q−1max{c, κ + 1} (such a t exists as otherwise for each i,
dependent on if i is odd or even, we could colour the vertices of Ni(v) from one
of two sets of less than 2q−1max{c, κ + 1} colours, thus yielding a colouring of
G with less than 2q max{c, κ + 1} colours). Note that t ≥ 4 as χ(N3[v]) ≤ κ.
Now G[Nt(v)] contains an induced long (q − 1)-cover (Li : i ∈ [q − 1]) of a set
C ⊂ Nt(v), with χ(C) ≥ c. Now let L0q = Nt−4[v], L1q = Nt−3(v), L2q = Nt−2(v),
L3q = Nt−1(v), and let Lq = (L0q , L1q , L2q, L3q). Then (Li : i ∈ [q]) is long q-cover
of C as required.
We plan to find a large interfered K1q′,h′ as a vertex-minor. We shall find
the “interfered” half of our K1q′,h′ within the vertices of some long q-cover for
sufficiently large q. The stars of the “non-interfered” half of our K1q′,h′ shall
be found within certain paths disjoint from the long q-cover. For now we must
focus on the “non-interfered” half of our K1q′,h′ .
Let G be a graph containing a long q-cover (Li : i ∈ [q]). We say that
a collection of paths P1, . . . , Ph that are disjoint from (Li : i ∈ [q]) dangle
spaciously from the long q-cover (Li : i ∈ [q]) if there exists a set of vertices
M = {mi,j : i ∈ [q], j ∈ [h]} such that;
• the vertices of M are at distance at least 6 from each other,
• for each i ∈ [q], the vertices {mi,1, . . . ,mi,h} are contained in L3i , and
• for each j ∈ [h], the path Pj dangles spaciously from the set of vertices
{m1,j , . . . ,mq,j} when G is restricted to the vertices of the long q-cover
(Li : i ∈ [q]) and the paths P1, . . . , Ph.
Next we use the main result of Section 5 to find such paths dangling spa-
ciously from a long q-cover.
Lemma 7.2. Let q, h, κ ≥ 0 be integers and let G be a graph such that χ9(G) ≤
κ and χ(G) ≥ 2qqhκ. Then there exists an induced long q-cover (Li : i ∈ [q])
with h paths P1, . . . , Ph dangling spaciously.
Proof. By Lemma 7.1 there exists a set C∗ ⊆ V (G) with χ(C∗) ≥ qhκ and
a long q-cover (L∗i : i ∈ [q]) of C∗. Now by Lemma 5.2 there exists paths
P1, . . . , Ph contained in C
∗ that are pairwise at distance at least 3 from each
other in G and such that for each j ∈ [h], the path Pj contains a set of q vertices
{s1,j, . . . , sq,j} such that the vertices of {si,j : i ∈ [q], j ∈ [h]} are pairwise at
distance at least 8 from each other.
Now for each i ∈ [q], j ∈ [h], letmi,j be a vertex of L3i that is adjacent to si,j.
Let M = {mi,j : i ∈ [q], j ∈ [h]}. Then as the vertices of {si,j : i ∈ [q], j ∈ [h]}
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are pairwise at distance at least 8 from each other, we see that the vertices ofM
must be pairwise at distance at least 6 from each other. Then let (Li : i ∈ [q]) be
the long q-cover (of an empty set) obtained from the long q-cover (L∗i : i ∈ [q])
by removing the any vertices of N(V (P1)∪· · · ∪V (Ph))−M that are contained
in (L∗i : i ∈ [q]).
Notice that in Lemma 7.2, it is not important what set of vertices C that
(Li : i ∈ [q]) is a long q-cover of, and indeed we may as well assume that the set
C is empty. The next step will be to apply the result of Section 6 to simulate
a edge contraction-like operation on these paths dangling spaciously.
A graph F is a (q, h)-frame if there exists a partition of the vertices into
sets A1, . . . , Aq,M = {mi,j : i ∈ [q], j ∈ [h]}, S = {s1, . . . , sh} such that;
• for each i ∈ [q], F [Ai] is connected,
• the vertex sets A1, . . . , Aq are pairwise anti-complete,
• for each i ∈ [q], j ∈ [h], the vertex mi,j has a single neighbour yi,j con-
tained in Ai, yi,j has degree 2, and all other neighbours of mi,j are con-
tained in A1 ∪ · · · ∪Ai−1 ∪ {sj},
• for each j ∈ [h], we have N(sj) = {m1,j, . . . ,mq,j}, and
• the vertices of M are pairwise at distance at least 6 from each other in
F − S.
Next we will find as vertex-minors large frames within long q′-covers with
many dangling paths.
Lemma 7.3. For all q, h ≥ 0, there exists q′ ≥ 0 with the following property.
Let G be a graph containing a long q′-cover (Li : i ∈ [q′]) with h paths P1, . . . , Ph
dangling spaciously. Then G contains as a vertex-minor a (q, h)-frame F .
Proof. Fix q and h. Let q0 = q, then for each j ∈ [h] let qj be as in Lemma 6.3
when applied to qj−1. Let q
′ = qh.
Firstly by removing vertices we may assume that all vertices of G belong
to either the long q′-cover (Li : i ∈ [q′]) or one of its paths dangling spaciously.
Let M ′ = {m′i,j : i ∈ [q′], j ∈ [h]} be the vertices of the long q′-cover that
the paths P1, . . . , Ph dangle spaciously from. Now for each m
′
i,j ∈ M ′, let y′i,j
be a vertex of L2i adjacent to m
′
i,j and let z
′
i,j be a vertex of L
1
i adjacent to
y′i,j. Let Y
′ = {y′i,j : i ∈ [q′], j ∈ [h]} and Z ′ = {z′i,j : i ∈ [q′], j ∈ [h]}. Let
G′ = G[M ′ ∪ Y ′ ∪ Z ′ ∪ (∪q′i=1L0i ) ∪ (∪hj=1V (Pj))].
Now in G′, for each j ∈ [h], the path Pj dangles spaciously from the set
{m′1,j , . . . ,m′q′,j}. Notice that G′/{E(P1), . . . , E(Ph)} is a (q′, h)-frame (where
each path Pj is contracted to a single vertex sj, and for each i ∈ [q′] we have Ai =
L0i ∪{z′i,j : j ∈ [h]}∪{y′i,j : j ∈ [h]}). However of course G′/{E(P1), . . . , E(Ph)}
need not be a vertex-minor of G∗. But with h applications of Lemma 6.3,
we see that G′ does at least contain a (q, h)-frame F as a vertex-minor as we
require.
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We say that a (q, h)-frame F is trimmed if for each i ∈ [q], the induced
subgraph F [Ai ∪ {mi,1, . . . ,mi,h}] is a bloated tree Ti such that;
• the leaves of Ti are {mi,1, . . . ,mi,h} and are, at distance at least 2 in Ti
from big cliques of Ti, and
• in Ti all big cliques and branching vertices are at distance at least 4 from
each other.
Given a (q, h′)-frame with h′ sufficiently large we can apply Lemma 3.6 to
each of the sets A1, . . . , Aq in order to obtain a trimmed (q, h)-frame. So by
Lemma 7.3 and repeated application of Lemma 3.6, we obtain the following
lemma.
Lemma 7.4. For all q, h ≥ 0, there exists q′, h′ ≥ 0 with the following prop-
erty. Let G be a graph containing a long q′-cover (Li : i ∈ [q′]) with h′ paths
P1, . . . , Ph′ dangling spaciously. Then G contains as a vertex-minor a trimmed
(q, h)-frame F .
Notice that the bloated trees of a trimmed (q, h)-frame are rather close
to being shrinkable (as defined in Section 4). In particular the only missing
requirement is on the vertices Z consisting of the non-leaf vertices that have
a neighbour outside the bloated tree. More precisely the missing requirement
is that the vertices of Z are at distance at least 4 from branching vertices and
big cliques. We call a (q, h)-frame pure if its is trimmed and also satisfies this
additional requirement. The next step is to make trimmed frames pure.
Lemma 7.5. Let F be a trimmed (q(3h− 5), h)-frame. Then F contains as an
induced subgraph a pure (q, h)-frame F ′.
Proof. First of all we may assume that no bloated tree Tj of F contains a degree
k− 1 vertex which belong to a big k-clique, as otherwise we may simply delete
this vertex.
We consider a (q(3h−5))-vertex auxiliary graphH with vertex set [q(3h−5)]
corresponding to the bloated trees T1, . . . , Tq(3h−5). For each i < j, ij is an edge
of H if and only if in F there is an edge between some leaf of Tj and some vertex
w of Ti that is at distance at most 3 from a big clique or branching vertex of
Ti.
Fix i ∈ [q(3h − 5)] and consider a big clique or branching vertex C of Ti.
Let k be such that either C is a big k-clique or a branching vertex of degree
k in Ti. Let J be the set of all j ∈ [q(3h − 5)] − [i], such that some leaf of Tj
has a neighbour in Ti at distance at most 3 from C. Note that the vertices at
distance at most 3 from C in Ti form a bloated tree with C being the only big
clique or branching vertex. So observe that, as the vertices ofM are at distance
at least 6 from each other in F − S, we must have that |J | ≤ k.
In a tree T with ℓ leaves, the sum of the degrees of the branching vertices is
at most 3(ℓ− 2) = 3ℓ− 6. Hence in H, i is adjacent to at most 3h− 6 vertices j
with j > i. Hence H is (3h − 6)-degenerate and so (3h − 5)-colourable. Hence
H has a stable set I of size q(3h−5)3h−5 = q.
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Finally observe that we may obtain a pure (q, h)-frame F by deleting the
bloated trees Tj such that j is not contained in the stable set I.
Each bloated tree of a pure frame is shrinkable and so Lemma 4.4 can be
applied. We now prove the last lemma of this section.
Lemma 7.6. Let H be a graph, then there exists q′, h′ ≥ 0 such that every graph
G containing a long q′-cover (Li : i ∈ [q′]) with h′ paths P1, . . . , Ph′ dangling
spaciously also contains the graph H as a vertex-minor.
Proof. Let q∗, h∗ be such that every interfered K1q∗.h∗ contains H as a vertex-
minor (as in Lemma 2.3). By Lemma 7.4 and Lemma 7.5, there exists a pair
q′, h′ ≥ 0 such every graph G containing a long q′-cover (Li : i ∈ [q′]) with h′
paths P1, . . . , Ph′ dangling spaciously contains an induced pure (q
∗, h∗)-frame
F . We fix such a G and F . Next we shall show that F contains an interfered
K1q∗,h∗ as a vertex-minor.
For each i, j ∈ [q∗] with j < i, let E′i,j be the set of edges between the
set of vertices {mi,1, . . . ,mi,h∗} and Aj in F . Let E′ be the union of all such
sets E′i,j. Then by an application of Lemma 4.4 to each of the bloated trees
T1, . . . , Tq∗ , there exists a set of edges E
∗ contained E′ such that F contains
(F −E∗)/{E(A1), . . . , E(Aq∗)} as a vertex-minors. This graph is an interfered
K1q∗,h∗. Then lastly by Lemma 2.3 we conclude that G contains H as a vertex-
minor as required.
We may now prove the main result of this section that vertex-minor-closed
classes of graphs are linearly 9-controlled.
Theorem 7.7. Every proper vertex-minor-closed class of graphs is linearly
9-controlled.
Proof. Let G be a proper vertex-minor-closed class of graphs and let H be a
graph not contained in G. Let q′, h′ be as in Lemma 7.6. We will show that for
each G ∈ G, with χ9(G) ≤ κ, we have χ(G) < 2q′q′h′κ.
Suppose that χ(G) ≥ 2q′q′h′κ. Then by Lemma 7.2, G contains a long q′-
cover (Li : i ∈ [q′]) with h′ paths P1, . . . , Ph′ dangling spaciously. But then by
Lemma 7.6, the graph G would contain H as a vertex-minor, a contradiction.
Hence χ(G) < 2q
′
q′h′κ as required.
8 Linear 2-control
In this section we quickly extend Theorem 7.7 (that vertex-minor-closed classes
of graphs linearly 9-controlled) to prove Theorem 1.2, that vertex-minor-closed
classes of graphs are linearly 2-controlled. We make use of a theorem of Chud-
novsky, Scott and Seymour [5].
Theorem 8.1 (Chudnovsky, Scott and Seymour [5, Theorem 1.10]). Let µ ≥ 0,
and let ρ ≥ 2. Let G be a linearly ρ-controlled class of graphs. Then the class
of all graphs in G that do not contain any of K1µ,µ, . . . ,Kρ+2µ,µ as an induced
subgraph is linearly 2-controlled.
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We now prove Theorem 1.2, that every proper vertex-minor class of graphs
is linearly 2-controlled.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let G be a proper vertex-minor class of graphs. Let H
be a forbidden vertex-minor of G on a minimun number of vertices. Then by
smoothing vertices and applying Lemma 2.1, we see that there there exists a
µ ≥ 0 such that each of the graphsK1µ,µ, . . . ,K11µ,µ are not contained in G. Hence
by Theorem 7.7 and Theorem 8.1, it follows that G is linearly 2-controlled.
9 Vertex-minor χ-boundedness
In this section we prove that if a vertex-minor-closed class of graphs G is 2-
controlled then G is χ-bounded. As all proper vertex-minor-closed classes of
graphs are 2-controlled by Theorem 1.2, this implies our main result Theo-
rem 1.1, that proper vertex-minor-closed classes of graphs are χ-bounded.
Let G be a graph, andX,C ⊆ V (G) such that X has a total ordering ≺. For
each x ∈ X, let Nx ⊆ N(x). We say that (Nx : x ∈ X) is a pseudo multicover
of C if:
• the sets X,C, (Nx : x ∈ X) are disjoint,
• the set X is stable,
• the set X is anticomplete to C,
• for each x ∈ X, Nx covers C, and
• for distinct x, y ∈ X, with x ≺ y, the vertex y is anticomplete to Nx.
If additionally for all distinct x, y ∈ X, the vertex y is anticomplete to Nx
then (Nx : x ∈ X) is simply a multicover of C rather than just the weaker
notion of a pseudo multicover of C.
We say that (Nx : x ∈ X) is an impure multicover if it is a pseudo multicover
and for each distinct x, y ∈ X, with x ≺ y, the vertex x is complete to Ny. A
multicover (respectively pseudo or impure multicover) is stable if for each x ∈ X,
the set Nx is stable. The length of a multicover (respectively pseudo or impure
multicover) is equal to |X|.
We begin now by showing that in 2-controlled classes of graphs we may find
large stable pseudo multicovers of a set of large chromatic number.
Lemma 9.1. For all c, ℓ, τ, ω ≥ 0 there exists c′ > 0 with the following property.
Let G be a 2-controlled class of graphs such that χ(G) ≤ τ for all G ∈ G with
ω(G) < ω. Then every graph G ∈ G with χ(G) ≥ c′ and ω(G) ≤ ω contains a
length-ℓ stable pseudo multicover of a set C ⊆ V (G) with χ(C) ≥ c.
Proof. We fix c, τ, ω. The result is trivial for ℓ = 0, so we proceed inductively
assuming the result holds for ℓ− 1. Let c′0 be as in the lemma for c, ℓ− 1, τ, ω.
Now let c′ be such that every graph G ∈ G with χ(G) ≥ c′ contains a 2-ball
with chromatic number at least τ + τc′0. It remains to show that c
′ satisfies the
conclusion of the lemma.
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We may now fix a graph G ∈ G with χ(G) ≥ c′. Let y be a vertex of G
such that N2[y] has chromatic number at least τ + τc
′
0. Then χ(N(y)) ≤ τ , so
χ(N2(y)) ≥ τc′0. LetNy be a stable set ofN(y) such that χ(N(Ny) ∩N2(y)) ≥ c′0.
So we may find a set C contained in N(Ny)∩N2(y) with χ(C) ≥ c and a stable
pseudo multicover (Nx′ : x
′ ∈ X ′) if length ℓ− 1 in G[N(Ny)∩N2(y)] of the set
C.
Let X = X ′ ∪ {y} and let ≺ be the total ordering on X where y is the
largest vertex and the restriction to X ′ is ≺′. Then (Nx : x ∈ X) provides the
desired stable pseudo multicover of C.
Next we wish to obtain a stable impure multicover.
Lemma 9.2. Let G be a graph with a length-m stable pseudo multicover (N ′x :
x ∈ X) of a set C with χ(C) ≥ c2(m2 ). Then there exists a length-m stable
impure multicover (Nx : x ∈ X) of a set C ′ ⊆ C with χ(C ′) ≥ c.
Proof. For each v ∈ C and x ∈ X, let pxv ∈ N ′x be some vertex adjacent to v.
For each v ∈ C, let f(v) be the auxiliary graph on vertex set X such that for
each pair x, y ∈ X with x ≺ y, x is adjacent to y if pyv is adjacent to x in G.
Hence there exists some graph H on vertex set X such that f−1(H) ⊆ C has
chromatic number at least c. Let C ′ = f−1(H).
Now for each pair x, y ∈ X with x ≺ y, the set Py = {pyv : v ∈ V (C ′)}
is either complete or anticomplete to x. For each x ∈ X, let Nx = Px, then
(Nx : x ∈ X) provides our desired stable impure multicover.
We aim to find a stable multicover rather than a stable impure multicover
still. To this end we next show that large stable impure multicovers contain
large stable multicovers as pivot-minors (and therefore as vertex-minors).
Lemma 9.3. For all c, ℓ, τ, ω, ω∗ ≥ 0 such that ω∗ ≤ ω, there exist c′, ℓ′ > 0
with the following property. Let G be a pivot-minor-closed class of graphs such
that all H ∈ G with ω(H) < ω have χ(H) ≤ τ . Let G ∈ G be a graph with
ω(G) ≤ ω and let G contain a length-ℓ′ stable impure multicover (Nx : x ∈ X)
of a set C with χ(C) ≥ c′, and with ω(∪x∈XNx) ≤ ω∗. Then G contains as a
pivot-minor a graph G∗ with ω(G∗) ≤ ω and which contains a length-ℓ stable
multicover of a set C ′ with χ(C ′) ≥ c.
Proof. We fix c, ℓ, τ, ω and first handle the case that ω∗ = 1. In this case
let c′ = c + (ℓ − 1)τ and ℓ′ = ℓ. Let X = {x1, . . . , xℓ′} where x1 ≺ · · · ≺
xℓ′ . For each x ∈ X, let nx be a vertex of Nx. Then let G∗0 be the graph
obtained from G by deleting vertices not contain in either C or the stable
impure multicover (Nx : x ∈ X) and let G∗ = G∗0 ∧ xℓ′nx′
ℓ
∧ · · · ∧ x2nx2 .
Notice that G∗ is isomorphic to the graph obtained from G∗0 by deleting any
edges between x and Ny − {ny} for each pair of distinct vertices x, y ∈ X. So
ω(G∗) ≤ ω. Then (Nx − {nx} : x ∈ X) provides our desired stable multicover
of C ′ = C −N({nx2 , . . . , nxℓ′}) as χ(C ′) ≥ χ(C−N({nx2 , . . . , nxℓ′})) ≥ χ(C)−
(ℓ− 1)τ ≥ c.
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So we may proceed inductivity and assume that the result hold for ω∗ − 1.
Let c′0, ℓ
′
0 be as in the conclusion of the lemma for c, ℓ, τ, ω, ω
∗ − 1. Now let
ℓ′ = 2ℓ′0R(ω
∗ + 1, ℓ) and c′ = 2(
ℓ
′
2)c+ ℓ′τ .
For each x ∈ X, let nx be a vertex of Nx. Then let C ′0 = C −N({nx : x ∈
X}). Note that χ(C ′0) ≥ c′ − ℓ′τ = 2(
ℓ
′
2)c.
Now for each v ∈ C ′0 and each x ∈ X, let pxv ∈ Nx be a vertex adjacent to v.
For each v ∈ C ′0, let f(v) be the auxiliary graph on vertex set X such that for
each pair of distinct vertices x, y ∈ X with x ≺ y, y is adjacent to x in f(v) if pyv
is adjacent to nx. Hence there exists some graph H on vertex set X such that
f−1(H) ⊆ C ′0 has chromatic number at least χ(C ′0)/2(
|X|
2 ) = χ(C ′0)/2
(ℓ
′
2) ≥ c.
Let C ′ = f−1(H). Now for each distinct pair x, y ∈ X with x ≺ y, the set
Py = {pyv : v ∈ V (C ′)} is either complete or anticomplete to nx.
First suppose that |E(H)| ≥ ℓ′0|V (H)| = ℓ′0ℓ′. Then there must exist a
x ∈ X and a Y ⊆ X such that y ≻ x for all y ∈ Y , |Y | ≥ ℓ′0 and x is
complete to ∪y∈Y Py. Now ω(∪y∈Y Py) < ω∗, so by the inductive assumption on
ω∗, we may apply the conclusion of the lemma to the stable impure multicover
(Py : y ∈ Y ) of C ′ to find the desired pivot-minor G∗ of G. Hence we may
assume that |E(H)| < ℓ′0|V (H)|.
In this case H is (2ℓ′0 − 1)-degenerate, and so must contain a stable set Y0
of size at least R(ω∗ + 1, ℓ). Now let Y be an ℓ-element stable set of H such
that the set {ny : y ∈ Y } is stable in G. Let Y = {y1, . . . yℓ} with y1 ≺ · · · ≺ yℓ.
Then let G∗0 be the graph obtained from G by removing any vertices that are
not contained in either C ′ or the stable impure multicover (Py ∪ {ny} : y ∈ Y )
and let G∗ = G∗0 ∧ yℓnyℓ ∧ · · · ∧ y2ny2 . As before notice that G∗ is isomorphic to
the graph obtained from G∗0 by removing any edges between Py and x for each
distinct pair x, y ∈ Y with x ≺ y. So ω(G∗) ≤ ω. Finally (Py : y ∈ Y ) provides
our desired stable multicover of C ′.
We consolidate our position, and by Lemmas 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3, we obtain the
following:
Lemma 9.4. For all c, ℓ, τ, ω ≥ 0 there exists c′ > 0 with the following property.
Let G be a 2-controlled class of graphs closed under pivot-minors such that
χ(H) ≤ τ for all H ∈ G with ω(H) < ω. Then every graph G ∈ G with
ω(G) ≤ ω and χ(G) ≥ c′ contains as a pivot-minor a graph G∗ with ω(G∗) ≤ ω
such that G∗ contains a stable multicover of length ℓ covering a set C with
χ(C) ≥ c.
Let G be a graph and let (Nx : x ∈ X) be a multicover of a set C ⊆ V (G).
We say that the multicover is stably k-crested if there are vertices a1, . . . , ak
and vertices ai,x(i ∈ [k], x ∈ X) of V (G)−X −C − (∪x∈XNx) all distinct such
that:
• for each i ∈ [k], N(ai) ∩ {aj,x : j ∈ [k], x ∈ X} = {ai,x : x ∈ X},
• for each i ∈ [k] and x ∈ X, N(ai,x) ∩ (C ∪X ∪x∈X Nx) = {x},
• {a1, . . . , ak} is anticomplete to C ∪X ∪x∈X Nx, and
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• both sets of vertices {a1, . . . , ak} and {ai,x : i ∈ [k], x ∈ X} are stable.
We call the vertices of {a1, . . . , ak}, the centres stably k-crested multicover.
Chudnovsky, Scott, Seymour and Spirkl [6] proved that:
Theorem 9.5 (Chudnovsky, Scott, Seymour and Spirkl [6, Theorem 4.4]). For
all c, ℓ, k, τ, ω ≥ 0, there exists ℓ′, c′ ≥ 0 with the following property. Let G be
a graph with ω(G) ≤ ω, such that χ(H) ≤ τ for every induced subgraph H of
G with ω(H) < ω. Let (N ′x : x ∈ X ′) a multicover of some set C ′ such that
|X ′| ≥ ℓ′ and χ(C) ≥ c′. Then there exists a stably k-crested length-ℓ stable
multicover of a set C with χ(C) ≥ c.
By combining Lemma 9.4 and Theorem 9.5, we obtain the following (which
is also where we will pickup from in Section 10 to prove Theorem 1.3):
Lemma 9.6. For all c, ℓ, k, τ, ω ≥ 0 there exists c′ > 0 with the following
property. Let G be a 2-controlled class of graphs closed under pivot-minors such
that χ(H) ≤ τ for all H ∈ G with ω(H) < ω. Then every graph G ∈ G with
ω(G) ≤ ω and χ(G) ≥ c′ contains as a pivot-minor a graph G∗ with ω(G∗) ≤ ω
such that G∗ contains a stably k-crested length-ℓ stable multicover of a set C
with χ(C) ≥ c.
Notice in particular that if a graph G contains a stably k-crested multicover
(Nx : x ∈ X), with |X| = ℓ, then G contains an induced K1ℓ,k.
Theorem 9.7. Every vertex-minor-closed class of graphs that is 2-controlled is
also χ-bounded.
Proof. Let G be a 2-controlled vertex-minor closed class of graphs and suppose
for sake of contradiction that G is not χ-bounded. Then there exists a ω such
that for all c′, there exists a graph G ∈ G with ω(G) = ω and χ(G) ≥ c′.
Choose such a ω to be minimum and note that ω ≥ 2. Let τ ≥ 0 be such that
χ(G) ≤ τ for all G ∈ G with ω(G) < ω. Let H be some graph not contained in
G (H exists as the class of all graphs is not 2-controlled). Let ℓ = |V (H)| and
k =
(|V (H)|
2
)
. Let c = 0. Then let c′ be as in the conclusion of Lemma 9.6 for
c, ℓ, k, τ, ω. Then there must exist a G ∈ G with ω(G) = ω and χ(G) ≥ c′. But
by Lemma 9.6, G must contain K1ℓ,k as a pivot-minor, and so by Lemma 2.1, G
must contain H as a vertex-minor, a contradiction.
Now proving the main result, Theorem 1.1, (which states that proper vertex-
minor-closed classes of graphs are χ-bounded) is straightforward.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let G be a proper vertex-minor-closed class of graphs.
By Theorem 1.2, G is 2-controlled. So then by Theorem 9.7, G is χ-bounded.
10 Pivot-minors and a step towards χ-boundedness
In this section we make a first step towards proving that proper pivot-minor-
closed classes of graphs are χ-bounded. In particular we will prove Theo-
rem 1.3, the pivot-minor analogue of Theorem 9.7. We may continue from
where Lemma 9.6 left off in Section 9.
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Let G be a graph and let (Nx : x ∈ X) be a multicover of a set C ⊆ V (G).
We say that an induced path P is an oddity for the multicover if:
• P has length 3 or 5,
• the ends of P are in X,
• no vertex of X that is not an end of P has a neighbour or is contained in
V (P ), and
• V (P ) ⊆ C ∪X ∪x∈X Nx.
Scott and Seymour [24] proved that:
Theorem 10.1 (Scott and Seymour [24, Theorem 2.2]). For all integers n, τ, ω ≥
0, there exists integers ℓ, c ≥ 0 with the following property. Let G be a graph
such that ω(G) ≤ ω, for every induced subgraph H of G with ω(H) < ω, we
have χ(H) ≤ τ , and G contains a stable multicover (Nx : x ∈ X) of length ℓ of
a set C, where χ(C) ≥ c. Then the multicover contains n oddities P1, . . . , Pn,
where V (P1), . . . , V (Pn) are pairwise anticomplete.
A graph H is a proper odd subdivision of a graph H ′ if H can be obtained
from H ′ by replacing each edge with a path of odd length at least 3. Notice that
if G is a graph that contains a stably n-crested stable multicover (Nx : x ∈ X)
of a set C, such that the multicover contains
(
n
2
)
oddities P1, . . . , P(n2)
, where
V (P1), . . . V (P(n2)
) are pairwise anticomplete, then G contains a proper odd
subdivision of Kn (where the vertices of Kn are the centre vertices of the stably
n-crested stable multicover (Nx : x ∈ X)). If u, v, w, x are vertices of a graph G
such that N(v) = {u,w} and N(w) = {v, x}, then (G∧vw)−v−w is isomorphic
to the graph G/{vw,wx}. Hence a proper odd subdivision of Kn contains any
n-vertex graph as a pivot-minor. So by Lemma 9.6 and Theorem 10.1, we may
obtain the following:
Lemma 10.2. For all τ, ω ≥ 0 and graphs J , there exists c > 0 with the
following property. Let G be a 2-controlled class of graphs closed under pivot-
minors such that χ(H) ≤ τ for all H ∈ G with ω(H) < ω. Then every graph
G ∈ G with ω(G) ≤ ω and χ(G) ≥ c contains J as a pivot-minor.
Then a simple induction on ω, making use of Lemma 10.2, proves Theo-
rem 1.3, that 2-controlled pivot-minor-closed classes are χ-bounded:
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let G be 2-controlled class of graphs that is closed under
pivot-minors. Suppose for sake of contradiction that G is not χ-bounded, then
there exists a ω such that for all c, there exists a graph G ∈ G with ω(G) = ω
and χ(G) ≥ c. Choose such a ω to be minimum and note that ω ≥ 2. Let τ ≥ 0
be such that χ(G) ≤ τ for all G ∈ G with ω(G) < ω. Let J be some graph
not contained in G (J exists because the class of all graphs is not 2-controlled).
Then let c be as in the conclusion of Lemma 10.2 for τ, ω and J . Then there
must exist a G ∈ G with ω(G) = ω and χ(G) ≥ c. But then G must contain J
as a pivot-minor, contradicting the fact that J 6∈ G.
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